World Might Suffer
If Persia's Rights Are Denied
PERSIA WARNS
TEHERAN, June 9.

The Persian Government today warned the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company that "the whole world might have to suffer if the Company denied the rightful demands of the Persian people." The warning was given in a broadcast from Teheran on the eve of the departure of the official delegation which was leaving London for talks with the Persian Government.

The broadcast exhorted the delegation "to understand that our demands are based on right and justice."

United States
Is Prepared To Fight
SAYS FACE

Col. Thomas F. Face, a former officer in the U.S. Army, said today that the United States was prepared to fight if necessary to protect its interests in the Persian Gulf region.

Marshall Confers With Ridgway
TOKYO, June 9.

Secretary of State Dean Acheson met with Gen. Douglas MacArthur today in Tokyo to discuss the future of Japan.

China Lobby' Wants More Aid From U.S.
WASHINGTON, June 9.

The Chinese government today made a grandiose appeal to the United States for increased economic aid.

Fayetville Arkansas,
June 9.

The United States Army has been ordered to step up its training of the Grenada police during the next two years.

Oust Red Mission From U.S. Zone
VIENNA, June 9.

Officials of the Soviet Registration Mission who left Budapest at 3 a.m. today for the Soviet zone of eastern Germany were driven out of the zone Sunday night and finally had to be driven away by United States authorities on Monday.

Situation Will Favor Allies
RUGBY, Wa., June 9.

The situation in the central battle areas is expected to favor the Allies with the possible capture of the town of Inje in northern Vietnam.

Talladega Gets Cody Gold Medal
TALLADEGA, June 9.

James "Traveling Cody" Lee of Talladega was presented with the Cody Gold Medal at the Talladega Driving Club's annual banquet last night.

U.S.N. Forces Make Joint Advance
DESPITE RED RESISTANCE

TOKYO, June 9.

The Eighth Army today moved forward against bitter Communist resistance in its attack on the supply centres of Chochon, Yongdong, and Kangdong.

The "mountain triangle" is ringed by scores of artillery batteries and hundreds of mortars, forming the closest approach to a solid defense line the Communists have yet established in this way.

W.I. Labour Issue Cannot Be Ignored
Says U.K. Paper

LONDON, June 9.

There is no official comment as yet on the possibility of strikes by Dockworkers unless the dispute is referred to the Arbitration Board in the near future.

Paarl K.W.V.

Get your DryShelf as an air of charm and grace. K.W.V. is the dry white wine which is the choice of people who understand what is finest in wines. Serve Paarl Frost. Drink Paarl Frost. And Paarl Frost will do wonders to brighten your dining time. For Paarl Frost is at your Dinner table.
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